
Streets for People – Mapua

Working Group – 15/02/2023 -  Mapua Community Hall 4.00 – 
5.30pm

Present:  Vincent Revell, James Cooper, Halie East 

Councillors: Mike Kininmonth

Apologies: Christine Mackenzie 

NAME:
Paul Mcintosh Marion Satherley
Bruno Lemke Tim Kelly
Hamish Barclay Bronwyn Dewar
Bridget Miller Del Trew
Danielle Martel

Karakia and Welcome

Vincent gave a short update on the concept and a reset on our Mapua Streets for People 
programme. 

Presented the slides – 

1. Overview of the walking and Cycling strategy – Mapua  (Halie to send a link to this working group)

2. Streets for People programme – 
 Semi-permanent interim solution as a pathway to permanence
 Can be modified and adapted on the ground in response to feedback
  Limited budget

Re iterated that the working group is to work together to come up with a design that will suit the 
majority of the community, we won’t be able to keep everyone happy. 

3. A recap of the vision – “To create a safe, sustainable road corridor, where attractive and inviting 
streets encourage an engaged vibrant community life inclusive of everyone”

4. Discussed the base line survey feedback – (Just Mapua survey data) 
Question regarding the survey – to the people that that thought that area was unsafe/ very 
unsafe – was there a question to find out why they thought this? 

5. What we’ve learnt so far from this working group is that people want to see : 
 Pedestrian crossings
 Footpath widenings
 Concern over parking loss
 Slower vehicle traffic

6. Recap from what we had come up with at the last working group and an update on what we can 
do within the scope from Waka Kotahi. 



This includes a shared path on the north side of Aranui road, 7 pedestrian crossings and a temporary 
30km slow zone through the area from Java Hut to Toru street ( business hub) 

- discussion was had about the safety of a two-way cycle lane. 
- Various questions were raised about the spending of funds and cost of the work and 

whether it could be tendered. It was advised that going out to tender would cause 
delivery delays. Contractor pricing would however be scrutinised. 

- Feedback from families were to have safe spaces for strollers and pedestrians separate 
from the cyclists, perhaps with the lower new formed path, could this be marked 
specifically for cyclists? Discussed that the idea is to let people choose how they use it, 
but marking could be added later in response to feedback. 

- There was also mention that the community might not be in favour of the design, as 
perhaps it’s better to do a smaller area at a higher standard. Reminder that the strategy 
of a separated cycle lane needs to be achieved. 

- Other group members support the design, there may be some pushback. But what we 
are aiming to do is an improvement of what is currently there. 

- Another person asked not to have the continuous green painted cycle lane as this 
doesn’t fit with the community aesthetic. 

- Question was asked about where the children stand when waiting to cross. 
- Discussion about losing carparks near the crossing points and new bus stop. 
- Also group members very keen on a useable footpath area on the south side of the road.  

Community need to know that Tasman District Council has thought about both sides of 
the road. 

- Regarding Beautification, there was mention about the circular seating behind the old 
library in Motueka, something similar around the Mapua businesses would be nice. 

- The potholes and space in front of Aranui Park need to be fixed to ensure this is a 
useable space. 

- Question about where a cyclist goes when the shared space stops – they will re-join the 
road traffic but in the slower 30km area. 

For the design exercise, Vincent talked through the current concept design to get agreement on 
what we can take forward to the governance panel. 

- Agreed on the pedestrian points
- Mentioned talking to the medical centre. 
- Discussed end of trip facilities (bike parking) 
- Queried the point outside the day care. 

Observation that the trial period will be during the off season , village won’t be as busy with traffic. 

Next steps are: 
 March 29 Present final concept design to Governance Panel. 
 April  - Wider community consultation on stage 1 concept
 Mid 2023 – Stage 1 implementation and review
 Later in 2023 – adjust and develop. 

Meeting closed at 5.45pm 

Link to continue discussions online   - https://shape.tasman.govt.nz/index.php?cID=608



Action Assigned to:

Talk to the Medical Centre  Vincent 

Send minutes / link to korero page / link to walking and cycling 
strategy Halie

Circulate designs 

Current traffic counter data to be made available to working group 

Upcoming Meetings: 

Date Project Mapua Location and Time 
10-May Mapua Meeting 5 Mapua Community Hall 72 Aranui Road 4.30 - 6pm

7-Jun Mapua meeting 6 Mapua Community Hall 72 Aranui Road 4.30 - 6pm

 


